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DISCURSIVE TEACHING 
Ideas for developing discursive competences  

Taking the linguistic dimension into account is essential:  
1) to allow all students to access the contents of each discipline 

2) to develop the discursive skills which are essential in each student's school career.  

This tool offers some ideas for developing students' discursive training in all school subjects. 

 
Examples 
 Become a sportscaster and comment live on a sports event for partner students 

 Write programming instructions (process description) in order to help partners develop a video game 

 Describe the river’s biography following the course of the river. From the source till the estuary use all opportunities to enhance 

intercultural aspects 

 Create a mind map of a chosen historical period in order to describe different cultural perspectives on historical facts 

 Use a project review to describe all the development process of your innovative project including marketing strategies. 

 Write a storyboard for an orienteering project using the linguistic landscape 

 Invent a story around a chemical experiment in order to use chemical properties in a magic show 

 Write a story map journal in which you choose an itinerary on the map and tell a story. Enhance all places where cultures meet 

 Make a youtube tutorial video to explain the rules of a typical sport in your country 

 Explain a map from the “two sides of the border” 

 Take a picture from the area around the school, work on image editing in order to set up an exhibition on intercultural 

communication skills 

 Create a painting on European citizenship in dialogue with a partner class 

 Dub a film scene and make a video about the making of your film   
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